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Abstract:  

Time reversal (TR) processing of acoustic and ultrasonic signals is effective tool for complicated 
problems solution in NDT /E and structural health monitoring. TR enables space-time focusing of 
elastic wave and thereby relatively easy location and partial reconstruction of both burst and 
continuous acoustic emission (AE) sources. AE source location problems come up in situations with 
high external noise, wave dispersion in thin-wall structures, and wave velocity changes in complex 
structures containing welds, flanges, branches, etc. Localization problems in such cases mostly 
require large sensor arrays and sophisticated signal processing and filtration. A new solution with 
using TR approach is suggested in this paper. This approach allows planar location of burst AE 
sources with only one transducer, and continuous AE sources with two transducers, both under high 
background noise from other sources. TR procedure is in this paper applied to long random noise 
(leakage) signals for the first time.  
Suggested method was experimentally verified by simulated burst and continuous AE sources on a 
thick steel plate and thin Al-plate with various holes. Source location results certified high robustness 
of suggested approach. Need of detailed scanning of a region around a pre-localized source 
constitutes certain disadvantage of that method.  Numerical simulations shown that scanning can be 
omitted by inserting experimental TR signals into the computer model of monitored structure (“digital 
twin”) and perform the source location in the model. Localization accuracy of suggested procedure 
proved by LDV is about one mm, which is better than the wavelength and transducer aperture.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Reliable and relatively precise location of Acoustic Emission (AE) sources is one of the most 
important inverse problems of AE monitoring in NDT and SHM of engineering structures and 
many industrial processes. A lot of different ways exists today how to determine the AE 
source position using one or more AE transducers. Classical algorithms of AE source 
location are mostly based on time differences of signal arrival (TDOA) between two or more 
transducers, which give satisfactory results only in relatively simple cases using classical 
triangulation method with the aid of reliable first arrival signal ‘picker’, like e.g. AIC (Akaike 
Information Criterion ) [1] or expert signal detection [2]. Such localization can completely fail 
under situations when e.g. wave dispersion and/or high background noise occur. A lot of 
different procedures were already proposed to solve these problems [1,3]. Some years ago 
we contributed to that by fuzzy-probabilistic approach with extracted signal features [4] and 
artificial neural networks (ANN) [5]. In addition to more convenient, variously improved 
threshold signals arrival detection are widely used alternative approaches based e.g. on 
frequency analysis and filtration, cross-correlation functions (CCF) of two signals [6], etc. The 
dispersion and/or noise problems are easily solvable when we localize burst type AE 
sources. 
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2. CONTINUOUS AE SOURCE LOCATION 
 
Location of random noise-like AE sources occurred during leaks, plastic deformation, friction 
and wear, etc. [7] is much more complicated than location of discrete AE sources under 
heavy conditions. Conventional triangulation techniques cannot be there used. The arrival 
times are not well defined, and only time differences between more channels acquired e.g. 
by CCF are available. The standard, but only rough AE method of leakage source location is 
based on signal strength defined as RMS or similar energy parameters [8,9]. If we omit 
manual searching with single transducer, larger array of transducers is necessary for linear 
location e.g. on a simple tube. Various specialized devices and methods for continuous AE 
monitoring and localization are mentioned in more US patents (e.g.[10]). The methods 
employ e.g. octave filters to determine characteristic frequencies, noise distribution 
histograms, floating threshold values to determine time offsets between signal spikes, time 
profile changes of AE parameters, etc. Authors [11] used spectral similarity of noise signals, 
authors of [12,13] developed intelligent AE locator employing general regression ANN with 
learning on prototype sources. They also discussed the use of correlation techniques, and 
stated that an optimal wave packet with approx. constant velocity along the structure must be 
found for dispersive waves.  To solve the problem of separation signals from more mixed 
sources they used ‘blind source separation’ technique with independent component analysis 
(ICA). ANN for AE source location apart from structure size and velocity changes (portability 
of already learned ANN) we used with ‘Arrival Time Profiles’ (ATP) in [5], which is based on 
chronology of signal arrivals to sensor array, determined e.g. on precise structure drawings. 
For continuous AE location, proposed in the patent [14] were ATPs replaced by ‘Positional 
Profiles’ independent on structure attenuation. The method needs amplitude calibration of a 
virtual model for ANN learning. Wang et al. [15] recently proposed gas leak location 
algorithm using optimally spaced multi-array sensors subjected to correlation and the phase 
differences profiles. Xu Bian et al. [16] proposed time-space correlation method using AE 
sensor array for acquiring directional orientation of the leakage source, and Yong et al. [17] 
presented new technique for gas leaks location with low frequency AE sensors and signal 
analysis in both time and frequency domains with empirical mode decomposition and signal 
reconstruction to eliminate wave speed changes and attenuation along the pipeline. A 
comprehensive survey on gas leak detection and localization techniques published Murvay 
and Silea [18]. Most of the above techniques require optimally dispersed large arrays of 
sensors and their calibration, optimal signal filtrations, time-frequency decompositions, and 
knowledge of monitored structure properties (geometry, wave velocities, etc.). Most of them 
are based on TDOA acquired by CCF. 

2.1 Time reversal source location 
 
Some years ago we elaborated new concept of more precise AE source location and 
identification in arbitrary complex structures [19, 20, 21]. That concept is based on the Time 
Reversal(TR) signal processing broadly used in many fields (NDT/E and SHM, acoustics, 
seismology, telecommunications, medicine, etc.).The background noise is suppressed in TR 
operation when its sources are out of the localized source origin[22]. The TR robustness 
originates in the waves character and their space-time reciprocity (solution of wave equation 
is invariant with respect to TR operation).TR space reciprocity enables also reciprocal TR 
processing when the source position is used to rebroadcast TR signals received by the 
original receiver.TR experiments are accomplished in two steps: 1. forward propagation, 
when a source s(t)excites the medium and response uj(t) is recorded by a set of j transducers  
at different locations; 2.back propagation, whenthe response signals are reversed in time and 
rebroadcast into the original structure. This results in wave energy focusing at the original 
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source location and in the (partial) reconstruction of the source function [22]. A partial 
reconstruction can be accomplished using only one receiving transducer but summation of 
TR responses from more receivers lead to better reconstruction results. Rebroadcast TR 
signal, monitored on the body surface, exhibit local peaks, and the largest one correctly 
reveals the source location. Smaller side lobe peaks result from reflections and incomplete 
coverage by small number of transducers. At the focal time, a strong maximum occurs at the 
source location corresponding to the original pulse source signal. After the focus, the 
incoming waves pass through each other, propagating outward. 

AE signalu(r,t) recorded by a transducer placed at the distance r outside the source at r0 can 
be in forward  propagation  generally  considered  as  a convolution of the source function 
s(r0 ,t0) with the Green’s function G(r,r0 ;t,t0 ), which represents wave transfer between the 
source and a receiver: 

  u(r,t) = G( r, r0 ; t,t0) * s(r0 ,t0).                                               (1) 

Another convolution with transfer functions of device and transmitting and receiving 
transducers is omitted in (1). TR operation is described as a transform t→ T − t, where T is 
duration of TR signal, and a new source function w(t) can be expressed as proportional to 
the TR source [23]: 

               w(t) = G(t) ∗ u(T −t) = G(t) ∗ G(T −t) ∗ s(T −t) ≈ s(T −t) ,                         (2) 

where we suppose approximation G(t) ∗ G (T – t) ≈ δ (t) (Dirac’s function) as both signal 
directions are equivalent. The fact that resulting signal represents time reversed 
reconstruction of the original source function in its position at focal time T is very important 
for AE source location and further analysis. So we can use TR as a robust procedure for 
localization also in a case with external noise created by other sources. Precise time 
alignment of TR signals returned from receivers randomly dispersed around a point-like 
pulse source can illustrate principle of TR-based source location [19]. If three signals are 
detected by various transducers in times t1, t2, t3 , after their TR are rebroadcast to the 

source with delays ∆∆∆∆t1, ∆∆∆∆t2, ∆∆∆∆t3. As ∆∆∆∆t1+t1=t, ∆∆∆∆t2+t2=t, and ∆∆∆∆t3+t3=t, all three TR signals are 
coming to the source synchronously with the same delay t, and any small deviation from the 
original source location or changes in the structure and/or receiver positions impairs their 
alignment [20, 24].  

 

3. SOURCE LOCATION EXPERIMENTS 

 
   3.1 Simulated leakage noise on a steel plate 

In a simpler case of burst AE (pulse) are synchronized signals maxima at the source position 
clearly detectable (visible) and only one receiving sensor may be used to source location 
with about 1 mm precision. Worse situation is in the case of continuous AE source like 
leakage noise, where TR localization was not yet studied as its reconstruction gives again 
random noise signal. Hence we performed further documented experiments showing that 
one sensor is not enough to reliably localize bounded noise sources and instead CCF of 
signals from two sensors should be used.  

Source location experiments were performed on a steel plate 500x500x45 mm shown in 
Fig.1. Four relatively broadband small piezoelectric AE transducers DAKEL IDK 09 (9 mm 
diameter with 6mm contact ceramic wear plate) indicated in Fig.1 as T1 to T4 were glued to 
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the plate with cyanoacrylate glue. Their typical frequency response is shown right in Fig.1. 
On the plate are shown distances between receiving sensors and marked are also positions 
of artificial AE sources S1 and S2.  In position S1 was placed another AE transducer as a 
source transmitting two different signals simulating a) continuous leakage noise, and b) pen-
test AE burst. Original random noise signal (a) was recorded on a tube of diameter 160 mm 
and 4.5 mm wall thickness during compressed air (6 bar) leak through 0.8 mm orifice. 13ms 
long signal from leak detected by AE transducer was input to the arbitrary waveform 
generator (AWG) and emitted as a source signal at S1. Simulated leakage signal with its 
spectrum of approx. 200 kHz maximum is plotted in Fig.2. All signals were sampled with 
frequency 10 MHz by two Tie-Pie HS5 USB oscilloscopes with AWG. 

Fig. 1: Testing steel plate with marked placement of four AE transducers (T1 to T4) and artificial AE 
sources (S1, S2) – left. Right is frequency response of the IDK 09 transducers. 

Fig. 2: Source signal of leakage noise n(t) (left) and its frequency spectrum (right). 
 

   3.2   Simulated pulse location under leakage noise 

Burst signal (b) simulating crack extension was recorded at pen-test on the tube surface. We 
don’t know exactly its waveform, so as the burst AE source was used short sine-train pulse 

p(t) of 40 µs duration (simulated pen-test), which gives TR reconstruction similar to that of 
real pen-test. Simulated pen-test signal p(t)  was emitted by AWG as the burst source at 
position S1, and by synchronized second AWG was at position S2 simultaneously 
transmitted leakage noise n(t) shown in Fig.2. Noise signal was before transmitting amplified 
up to four levels by power amplifier (max. amplitudes 5,10,15, and 20 V) while transmitted 
burst signal p(t) was held on 1V max. amplitude. So the burst signal was -14 to -26 dB below 
the noise level. Signal mixtures were recorded by four transducers T1 to T4, then time 
reversed and repeatedly sent back from all transducers working in transmit mode. 
Transmitted TR signals were recorded by AE transducer DAKEL MDK 17 with magnetic wear 
plate (15 mm diameter) at 25 nodes on 25 mm mesh around the source S1 (see Fig.1) and 
quality of TR reconstructions was evaluated. The same position search ‘scanning’ was 
performed also in tests with localization of continuous noise source alone.  
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   3.3    Location of two simultaneously emitting different leakage noise sources 
 
Further localization experiments were performed with two different noises (continuous AE 
sources) simultaneously acting on the steel plate. The first noise n1 (t) = n(t) was emitted at 
position S1, and other noise signal n2 (t) also recorded from leakage with similar 
characteristics was emitted by transducer at position S2. The aim of this experiment was to 
verify the capability of TR procedure to localize ‘leakage’ AE source under extraneous 
random noise from other source, which is in real situations extremely difficult task. Both noise 
signals were emitted by two synchronized AWGs and their mixture was recorded by four 
transducers T1 to T4.  

 
  3.4   AE source localization on thin Al-plate with holes 

Similar experiments as on the steel plate were realized also on an Al plate of dimensions 
501x501x5 mm with randomly dispersed 10 circular holes of various diameters (Ø7, Ø15, 
Ø20, and Ø30 mm) shown in Fig. 3 (left). Both continuous and burst sources were tested.  
Ricker’s pulse 220 kHz was used as a burst AE source, and continuous random noise n(t) 
was applied for ‘leakage’ simulation. The goal of these tests was to prove real possibilities of 
suggested TR source location procedure on more complicated structure with highly 
dispersive behavior and many wave propagation obstacles. For more precise source location 
has been used detailed noncontact scanning with LDV (Laser Doppler Vibrometer) 
POLYTEC OFV-5000 with laser head OFV-505 mounted on 3D scanner STARMANS. 
Detailed scanning was performed on area 30x30 mm with 1.5 mm steps around the source.  
The experimental setup is shown right in Fig. 3. For synchronized signals generation and 
recording was used modular system NI-PXI and before TR operation were recorded signals 
amplified by power amplifier. Transmitting and receiving probes were switched by 8-channel 
multiplexer. 
 

Fig.3: Left - 5 mm thin Al plate with circular holes and marked placement of four sensors T1 – T4 and 
Source transducer; right – experimental arrangement with scanning LDV. 

 �
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4. DISCUSSION OF AE SOURCE LOCATION RESULTS 

4.1 Localization of pulse buried in noise 

 
TR localization of AE quasi-point burst signal sources always gives excellent results with 
precision better than wavelength and sensing transducer diameter (up to 1 mm) 
independently on dispersion and other influences [9]. The tests with simulated pen-tests 
buried in higher leakage noise originated outside the source position approved the same 
conclusions up to approx. -40 dB S/N ratios. Following results in Fig.4 illustrate source 
location capabilities of TR procedure in two cases:  -14 dB and -26 dB S/N. Simulated Pen-
test signals recorded by T1-T4 transducers are plotted left in part (a) of Fig.  4, mixtures of 
burst and noise signals (S/N = -14 dB) are in the middle, and their TR reconstructions at 
burst source S1 are in the right.  

Fig 4: a). Direct burst signals of recorded ‘pen-tests’ by T1-T4 are plotted left, direct  mixed signals 
under S/N = -14 dB condition are in the middle, and  their TR reconstructions are right;  
  b) Sum of reconstructions with its zoomed central part under S/N = -26 dB condition. 

 

Part b) of Fig. 4 shows result of all four TR signals summation under S/N = -26 dB condition 
and the detail of the source reconstruction. TR signal reconstruction lies always just before 
the middle of transmitted TR data, which simplifies its search and source location over a 
large area. The source position is characterized by much higher absolute amplitude or RMS 
in the central part of recorded TR signal over other signal parts (the highest S/N).  Length of 
the central part corresponds with double length of reconstructed source signal and can be 
tracked by sudden amplitude enhancement. In the first case of burst AE buried under noise 
by -14 dB is the TR amplitude +17 dB over noise maximum, which means +31 dB 
improvements due to TR operation in one channel. Further improvement by summation of all 
TR channels is of +1 to +3 dB better but eliminates possible faults in some channels (in our 
case weaker T2). TR reconstruction in the worst situation (S/N = -26 dB) resulted in +9 dB 
maximum at the source position over the rest, which represents +35 dB improvement, and 
the hidden source can be reliably located. Necessity of point–by–point searching is drawback 
of this method. Maximal point distance in searching grid is about 20-25 mm in our case [7] 
but the ‘scanning’ can be effectively solved as discussed later. 

a) 

b) 

T1 

T2 

T3 

T4 
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4.2 Precise location of continuous AE noise source on steel plate 

 
Previous section illustrated simpler case with TR reconstruction of hidden burst AE where 
exactly synchronized maxima are distinctly visible and precise source location is possible 
using only one transducer. Location of continuous leakage source is more difficult. An 
estimate of source location can be accomplished by methods based on signal attenuation 
and/or other changes with distance from the source or by cross-correlation function (CCF) of 
signals from 2 or more sensors. The first approach gives only rough and unreliable data and 
simple CCF approach is also disputable. CCF w(t) between two signals u(t) and v(t) is 
generally defined (for discrete signals) as: 
 

    (3) 

 
CCF is not commutative and associative as a convolution of two signals but sometimes is 
more convenient to compute CCF as a convolution, i.e. by multiplication of FFT spectra.  
Maximum of CCF indicates time delay (lag) between two similar signals. The lag for two 
identical signals is equal to zero and CCF maximum is used as a measure of signal 
waveforms similarity.  Simple standardized use of CCF for determination time delays 
between more channels is not applicable on direct detected noise signals as it is shown in 
Fig. 5 for our experiments with leakage noise signal acting on the plate. Left in Fig.5 are four 
signals recorded by transducers T1 to T4 from the same leakage noise source n(t) acting at 
position S1. There are 6 possibilities how to correlate 4 signals, which are denoted as C12 
(CCF between signals from T1 and T2), C13, .,C34, and to obtain 6 delays between 
transducers (only 3 are necessary to locate source on the plate). All CCFs are plotted in the 
middle of Fig. 5 (all time axes are in sample numbers, so divided by 10 gives time in ms). As 
all four detected signals originate from the same source, they should be similar, and CCFs 
maxima should indicate their time delays, redundant for standard source location. 
Nevertheless, when we computed corresponding lags, we got absolutely unrealistic results 
illustrating unreliability of standard procedures for random noise source location. Right in Fig. 
5 are plotted zoomed central parts of CCFs with many peaks of slightly different amplitudes. 
CCF increases correspondingly to accidental peaks in recorded signals, and absolute CCF 
maxima are randomly distributed. The reason why recorded noise signals from the same 
source must not contain exactly similar segments is caused by their unknown time shift 
changes through the wave propagation and attenuation on the plate and also by different 
response characteristics of transducers.   

Fig.5: Direct signals from noise source at S1 detected by four transducers T1-T4 (left), 
six CCFs between all two-signal combinations C12, C13…C34 (middle), and  their zoomed centers 

around zero lag (right). 
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The actual time delays, estimated from knowledge of transducer–source distances and 
measured wave propagation celerity (3.04 km/s) were  very small (about 2 ms) due to small 
distance differences in each transducer pair  (6 mm in average). In such situations are errors 
of source location using CCF for computing  time delays inaccurate and extremely 
dependent on measurements precision. It is also the reason why various authors used 
optimized spacing of transducers. Up to now we didn’t find references about TR properties in 
a case of long random noise signals (except TR noise suppression). Fig. 6 illustrates that 
one transducer TR source location in the case of continuous random noise is not applicable 
as there is no detectable maximum. By comparison three different TR source reconstruction 
positions in Fig.6 it follows that the right location of the source reconstructions cannot be 
easily determined neither by amplitudes  nor by sharp rise near the signal middle, which 
occur e.g. in the TR signal coming from T3 in right part of Fig.6 at false location.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig.6: Comparison of TR leakage noise signals emitted by T1-T4 and reconstructed at the source 
position (left), at 25 mm (middle) and 50 mm (right) positions out of the source. 

In the bottom row are TR summations of all 4 channels. 
 

The localizing inability of the simple TR procedure due to random character of reconstructed 
signals is clearly visible in Fig. 7 where are plotted TR reconstructions maxima, detected at 
all 25 nodal regions in the 5x5 matrix grid positions pij around the source (see Fig.1). Noise 
source is in 13th point (i,j=3,3) and its marked TR maxima from all emitting transducers T1-T4 
are comparable or even lower than at other grid nodes. The same holds also for ‘improving’ 
TR summations plotted right in Fig.7. 

 

Fig. 8: Maxima of TR reconstructions at 25 nodal areas in the 5x5 mesh around the source position 
(13

th
 point p3,3). TR signals maxima emitted from T1-T4 are plotted left and maxima of their  

 

To correct TR localization inability is suggested to use cross-correlation of TR signals from 
two transducers. Results for all six CCF combinations presented in Fig.8 confirm efficiency of 
this approach summations right. 
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Fig. 8: Cross-correlations (CCF) of all TR signal pairs detected at the source point. 
Right are CCFs  zoomed around zero lag. 

 
Example results for all 25 mesh points around the source are presented in two tables:  
Table 1: CCF maxima between TR signals emitted byT1 and T4 (C14ij) and reconstructed at 
25 nodal positions p1,1 to p5,5  in the 5x5 grid. Maximum at p3,3 (noise source) is emphasized. 
Table 2: Instead of maxima are similarly shown CCF34 lags (L34) representing time shifts (in 
0.1 ms samples) between TR signals emitted by T3 and T4. Zero lag at the source position 
p3,3 means that both TR signals are perfectly synchronized. Zero or very small lags (0.1 up to 
3 ms) were determined in all CCF combinations at the source position. Lags at the source 
have always absolute minima compared to other mesh points and any positions out of the 
source.  Results from Tab. 1 and 2 better surpass in 3D or color flat surface views in Fig. 9. 
 

      Table 1:  C14 maxima at grid nodes.                     Table 2: C34  lags (L34) at nodal points (in 0.1 µs) 

           a)                                  b)                                     c)                                d) 

  

Fig. 9: 3D and flat surface mapping of resulting values detected in 5x5 mesh around the source 

location: a) C14 Cross Correlation Coefficients (in %),   b) negative logarithms of L34 absolute lag 

values (both 3D pictures are 2
nd

 order cubic interpolated), c) flat color map projections of C13 

correlation coefficients without interpolation, d) L34 reciprocal time lag minima values. 
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Reliable source recognition better than CCF maxima in Table 1, and further enhanced S/N 
ratio over the rest of the plate enable normalized Pierson’s cross-correlation coefficients 
plotted in % values in Fig.9 a). Fig. 9 b) shows interpolated 3D representation of negative 
absolute values of lag logarithms from Tab.2 (–log (abs L34)). In part c) is a color map of 
Table 1 (without interpolation), and in part d) are reciprocal values of L34 lags from Tab.2 
(1/(abs L34). Zero lags at the source were replaced by one (i.e.100 ns).  
All six CCF combinations exhibit sharp maxima of CCFs and their coefficients at the source 
position (30% in average), which means average separation +20 dB, and +28 dB is average 
separation of reciprocal absolute minima lag values (max. 3 ms) overall other points on the 
plate. CCFs maxima with their lag minima together indicate the precise source location. 
 

4.3 Location of two simultaneously emitting noise sources on the steel plate 
Next example illustrates the ability of TR localization procedure to recognize and locate two 
independent uncorrelated ‘leakage’ noise sources simultaneously acting at different places 
on the steel plate. Fig. 10 left shows two noise signals emitted at sources S1 and S2 and 
their cross-correlation function. In the right part of Fig. 10 are mixtures of both signals 
recorded by transducers T1 to T4. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 10: Left – noises emitted at S1 and S2, and their cross-correlation.  
  Right – mixed signals recorded by transducers T1 to T4. 

 

Mixing of both signals may be also interpreted as ‘leakage’ signal buried in extraneous noise. 
TR reconstructions of mixed signals from both sources are plotted for all four transducers in 
Fig. 11.  Left are TR reconstructions at the source S1, in the middle at the source S2, and 
right are plotted for a comparison TR reconstructions detected at the mesh node p1,1 outside 
of both sources. From these plots is clear that the localization of sources based on TR 
signals reconstructions from only one transducer is not possible. In Fig.12 is documented TR 
separation of both signals located at their 189 mm distant sources with help of TR 
reconstruction cross-correlations (CCF) from two transducers. Left are six CCFs of 
reconstructions at the source S1, in the middle at the source S2, and right are CCFs out of 
sources. Resulting CCFs from two transducers show positions of both sources reliably by 
CCF maxima at near zero lags. More quickly can be results obtained by comparing maxima 
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of normalized cross-correlation functions, but it is less reliable when CCF maximum is not 
precisely at zero lag. 

 

Fig. 11: TR reconstructions at the source S1, in the middle at the source S2, and right are plotted for a 
comparison TR reconstructions detected at the mesh node p1,1 outside of both sources. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 12: Separation and localization of two noise sources at S1 and S2 using cross-correlation of  

TR reconstructions from 2 transducers.  
 

4.4 AE source location on thin Al-plate with holes 
 
The 5 mm thick Al sheet with ten circular holes of various diameters represents a more 
complicated structure for precise AE source location tasks than previously tested steel plate 
of similar planar dimensions. Two main reasons make those tasks difficult: 1. Strong wave 
dispersion effects and 2. Geometrical discontinuity substantially complicates wave-paths 
between the AE sources and sensing transducers, which holds also for TR backpropagation. 
It is well known that each wave reflecting obstacle can enhance TR reconstruction as virtual  
transducer [22], which supports the use of TR localization procedure. Nevertheless, there 
was a challenge to verify how precise will be source location under such conditions when 
standard localization methods are mostly unreliable. Both burst and continuous AE sources 
were tested on that plate. The Ricker’s pulse 220 kHz was used as a burst, and simulated  

       TR at source S1            TR at source S2                    TR at mesh node p1,1 

   CCF of TR signals at  S1 CCF of TR signals at S2 CCF of TR signals at point  p1,1  
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leak n(t) as a continuous source. As an example, Fig. 13 illustrates TR reconstruction 
capability of burst signal from T1 at the source (left) and at the plate corner (right).  

Fig. 13: TR reconstruction of the burst signal from T1 at the source (left) and at the plate corner (right). 

 
Maxima of TR reconstructions from all four transducers T1 to T4 in the region 30x30 mm 
around the source are shown in Fig. 14. Remarkable are concentric circles around the 
source representing lower maximal amplitudes of reconstruction, which are related to the 
wavelength distance. Fig.15 shows distribution of maximal amplitudes along horizontal 
sections of flat projections in Fig.14. Even more reliable localization results may be obtained 
using cross-correlations of TR reconstructions from two transducers how illustrates Fig. 16. 
They are also necessary for location of continuous AE sources. 

 

 

 
 
Fig.14: Distribution of TR reconstructions maxima from transducers T1 to T4 in the region 30x30 mm 

around the source (cubic interpolation). 

Fig. 15: Distribution of maximal amplitudes along horizontal sections of flat projections in Fig. 15. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 16: Cross-correlations of TR reconstructions of burst signals from two transducers. 

 

T1          T2        T3               T4 

1-2 1-3 1-4 

2-3 
2-4 

3-4 
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Similar results as in previous sections were obtained on Al plate with holes also for 
continuous AE source emitting signal n(t). Fig. 17 shows distribution of TR reconstruction 
maxima of the noise source from individual transducers. It is evident from this figure that only 
one transducer cannot be used to random noise source location. Against that, cross-
correlations of two TR reconstructions again allow its precise location, which illustrates Fig. 
18. In the part a) are compared cross-correlation functions at the source (left) and at the 
plate corner (right). In the part b) are 6 distributions of CCFs maxima around the source. 

 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 17: Distribution of TR reconstructions maxima of the noise source from individual transducers. 

 

 

Fig. 18: a) Cross-correlations of 2 TR reconstructions at the source (left) and at the plate corner (right), 
b) Distributions of CCFs maxima at 30x30 mm region around the source. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
AE source location procedures based on time reversal signal processing were tested on a 
steel plate using simulated burst and continuous AE sources. Compared to other techniques, 
the AE signal processing based on TR procedure can fetch the source location most 
precisely. Quasi-point sources can be reliably localized with up to 1 mm precision, which is 
less than the wavelength and transducer aperture. After TR, any arbitrary time segment of 
the signal returns to the source position, and therefore TR methods don't need any timing 
features. TR also eliminates problems with wave dispersion, attenuation, reflections, etc. in 
relatively simple way with no need of some huge computations and knowledge of structure 
geometry and wave celerity. Burst sources buried in out of source ‘leakage’ noise of higher 
amplitude is possible to detect and precisely localize by only one sensor up to -40 dB S/N 
ratio. Two sensors are necessary to localize continuous AE sources up to the same precision 
(about 1 mm) using cross correlation of two time-reversed signals. The same procedure can 
be used to separate and localize two simultaneously emitting continuous AE sources at 
different places. Tests with simulated both burst and continuous sources on the thin Al plate 
with randomly dispersed circular holes verified the same conclusions also for more 
complicated structures. Detailed scanning is required for localization in the region around 
roughly pre-localized source in the monitored structure of any geometry. Scanning can be 

         T1                   T2                       T3                 T4 

b)     1-2           1-3            1-4                          2-3                        2-4                   3-4  

a) 
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efficiently realized e.g. by scanning laser interferometer or by mechanical movement of air 
coupled transducers or other sensor arrays with the only requirements of partial covering 
frequency band of detected signals. Another possibility gives also reciprocal TR with 
structure excitation at scanning mesh points by TR signals using e.g. air coupled contactless 
instrument. The advantage is that the rebroadcast TR signals can be arbitrarily amplified to 
compensate attenuation or extraneous noise of other origin. The new potentiality has TR 
signals transfer from the real source onto its physical or reliable computer model, so called 
‘digital twin’ [23] where the source is localized by numerical searching procedure, which is 
however limited by some restrictions more discussed in [25]. Such modelling with TR signal 
transfer from real structures is now performed in the frame of currently solved project. 
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